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Abstract
Though film radiography (RT) has been the standard weld testing process for
decades, AUT (Automated Ultrasonic Testing) is now challenging it significantly.
AUT in practice means phased arrays and Time-Of-Flight Diffraction or TOFD,
though other techniques are possible. The ASME Boiler and Pressure Vessel Code
now permits AUT (i.e. phased array and/or TOFD), with encoded linear scanning.
Reasonably enough, the ASME Code also requires a performance demonstration to
show that the AUT technique is adequate at detecting the required defects in the
specified and representative materials. In both theory and practice, AUT has
significant advantages over film radiography: • RT cannot size defects in the
vertical plane, while AUT can • RT is subjective, while phased arrays use standard
accept-reject criteria • RT is poor at detecting vertical planar defects, which AUT
can detect using defined procedures. From a practical aspect, film RT also suffers
from safety issues, licensing, work disruption, environmental issues, and film
storage, while AUT again has none of these problems. Both DR (digital
radiography) and CR (computed radiography) suffer from similar limitations on
radiation and vertical defect detection. On the cost front, AUT is more economical
than RT on long weld runs, especially if one ignores safety-enforced shutdowns.
With the arrival of phased arrays and encoded scanners, AUT offers good defect
detection rates, full data storage for auditing, rapid and repeatable scanning,
tailored inspections, and accurate sizing.
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